Welcoming ChileMass 2023

FRAMINGHAM STATE UNIVERSITY

Welcomes Chilean Educators
Please join us for refreshments

Thursday, February 2, 2023
4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
O’Connor Hall Lounge
Center of Inclusive Excellence
refreshments served

RSVP to Rebecca Hawk rhawk@framingham.edu
“Everyone” on campus came out to Greet ChileMass 2023 Cohort
ChileMass Language Experience for Academic Purposes (LEAP)
Intensive study Academic English Language Programs, FSU
Cruising the Boston Harbor with instructor, Nelson Veloso
Hot Cocoa and Conversation
International Round Table Discussion
21st Century Teaching
with FSU Professors

Join the International Discussion: 21st Century Teaching
Meet our visiting Chilean educators, students, FSU professors & staff members.
Roundtable Discussions on how we teach through the same crises:
student mental health, violence, civil unrest, planet degradation, and misplaced priorities.
Everyone is invited. Food is provided
Wednesday, February 15, 5:30 pm in the CIE Lounge, OConnor Hall
ChileMass 2023 and SPAN 212 Students with Professor Joanne Britland
Meeting with Sigma Delta Pi National Collegiate Hispanic Honors Society at FSU

“Sharing experiences as language educators, common classroom issues, ways to improve ourselves, learning that we deal with many of the same struggles... This was a helpful conversation for all of us.”

(Alejandra Londono, chapter president)
Learning from Local Schools and Teachers
Boston Commons

Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta Scott King Statue, *The Embrace*
Finally! It snowed. Some are very happy about this.
FSU is Going to Miss our ChileMass Teachers!